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The virus is transmitted in three main ways:

1. Hand contact with the mouth, nose, or eyes (yours or your 
newborn’s) after touching an infected surface;

2. Close contact with an infected person who is coughing or 
sneezing;

3. Hand contact with the mouth, nose, or eyes (yours or your 
newborn’s) after touching an infected person’s bodily fluids 
(nose secretions, saliva, stool).

• Since March 14, the ministry has suspended all hospital visits in order to protect vulnerable patients:

- No relatives with a confirmed or suspected COVID-19 infection should circulate in the units.

- To adjust to the infant’s needs:

o Ideally, only one adult person is dedicated to the infant (e.g., one of the two parents). For critical cases, both 
parents are admitted but in alternation (only one parent with the child at a time). 

o	 Other	significant	people	are	encouraged	to	communicate	through	video technology.

-		 A	parent	who	has	been	in	contact	with	a	confirmed	case	of	COVID-19	will	be	assessed	by	an	infection	prevention	and	
control nurse. It is possible that during the incubation period of the virus (14 days), this parent cannot enter the unit.

• Special precautions must be taken by the parent: 

- Wash forearms (hands to elbows) with soap and water for 20 seconds whenever entering the unit.

- Wear the mask at all times	in	the	unit:	Change	the	mask	only	after	taking	it	off	for	a	meal	or	if	it	becomes	soiled.

- Disinfect hands before and after each contact with the environment or the baby.

- None of the parent’s items can be brought into the unit (including cell phones). The parent’s cell phone can only 
be	brought	into	the	unit	to	allow	communication	via	video	technology	under	staff	supervision	in	order	to	avoid	
contamination of the baby and the environment.

• Every day of hospitalization, the parent must monitor and report any suspicious symptoms of COVID-19 even if 
they are discreet or even if there is only one, such as

-		 Sore	throat,	runny	nose,	nasal	congestion,	cough,	difficulty	breathing,	fever,	chills,	sudden	loss	of	smell	or	taste,	
vomiting, diarrhoea. 

-  The parent with suspect symptoms should wear a mask, wash their hands and then leave the unit for assessment and 
testing.

How is SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19) transmitted?

SARS-COV-2

What if the child is hospitalized elsewhere than in the neonatal unit?

•	 If	the	mother	is	still	hospitalized,	plans	must	be	made	to	prevent	the	father’s	coming	and	going	(father’s	confinement	in	
one of the two rooms).

Who can come into the neonatal unit to see  
my child during hospitalization?
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SIGNIFICANT PERSON

TOGETHER, WE CAN PROTECT NEWBORNS, 
FAMILIES AND PERSONNEL DURING THIS 
PANDEMIC PERIOD

The establishment cares about 
you inform and protect you from 
COVID-19,	as	well	as	protect	your	
family,	other	families	and	the	staff.	
Preventive measures are in place and 
must be applied to the neonatal unit 
whether or not you have a diagnosis 
of	COVID-19.	

Thank you for your cooperation.


